The evolutionary and developmental basis of parallel reduction in mammalian zeugopod elements.
Understanding the mechanisms by which parallel evolution occurs has the potential to clarify the complex relationship between evolution and development. In this study, we examine the role of development in the repeated reduction of zeugopod elements during mammalian evolution, a functionally important phenomenon enabling locomotor specialization. By completing a morphometric study (incorporating both analyses of variation and phylogenetics) of mammalian limbs, we are able to demonstrate an evolutionary trend toward width reduction in posterior zeugopod elements of the forelimbs and hindlimbs, the ulna and fibula, respectively. We also examine the developmental basis of limb reduction in three test cases, the bat Carollia perspicillata ulna and fibula and the mouse Mus musculus fibula. The most common pattern of reduction, that of reduced element width, was achieved via the same developmental process in both bat and mouse limbs (i.e., by a slower growth rate relative to other skeletal elements), suggesting that the parallel reduction of the posterior zeugopod element within mammals could have occurred primarily by the repeated evolution of the same developmental mechanism. However, our findings also suggest that the developmental mechanisms behind the parallel evolution of other, more taxon-specific characteristics of limb reduction (i.e., element fusion) are not conserved.